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What better way to honor and celebrate the Nile, than having its waters inside the

Museum?

A new structure shall rise in the region between Aswan and Luxor to welcome everyone

who wishes to visit the prolific Egyptian historical heritage, remembering the significant role

of the Nile in the genesis of the ancient Egyptian civilization.

The Museum of the Ancient Nile was conceived as a shrine to “Hapi”, the worshiped God

that represented the Nile in the ancient Egypt. In the Museum “Hapi” is represented in the

form of the lake at the inner patio, at the core of the building, actually having the water from

the Nile itself.

The MoAN would stand on the small peninsula, within the indicated area, over the west

bank of the Nile, literally touching its waters.

The form of the museum emerges from a large golden ratio based box, resembling the old

massive structures from the ancient monumental Egyptian buildings such as tombs and

temples, presenting few openings from the outside, but completely opened for an inner

patio. The general composition of the Museum features a simplified representation of those

ancient buildings: A central axis helps creating the building's plan, as well as the front

façade. At the main façade, a covered front porch depicts the well-known “Pylon” from

ancient Egyptian temples, as a monumental gateway to the building.

Inside, the museum presents to its visitors a wide open space punctuated by five big

volumes containing the functional spaces; the café and offices, the shop and restaurant,

the audiovisual room, the auditorium, and the interactive room. These five volumes,

combining with two big walls, generate the functional hierarchy of the building and guide

the visitors thru the exhibition routes. The plan representations of these volumes inside the

Museum seek to portray the Egyptian hieroglyphs used in ancient Egypt writing system, as

their plans intend to resemble to writing symbols.

The construction of the museum should be based on contemporary techniques adapted to

traditional and local ones, using as the main structural material pigmented concrete,

resembling the traditional adobe technology. Thinking about sustainability and integration

of the building in the site and building traditions, the natural ventilation and air conditioning

would be accomplished by using a traditional Persian architectural element widely used

in ancient Egyptian architecture: the “Malqaf”, a traditional windcatcher system.

"Malqaf" Windcatcher
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The idea of this traditional element from Egyptian architecture was

adapted to a design and construction solution to guarantee the

natural ventilation and acclimatization of the Museum.

In the MoAN, a multi-directional system is used by creating

openings at the top of the three exterior façades of the building. A

mechanical opening and closing system will manage the input of

cooling air from the dominant winds from each one of the three

façades. At the edges of the ceiling are created openings that

combining with the ceiling curvature allow the warm air to get out,

maintaining the air flow inside the building thus cooling the building

interior.
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1. view from the corner gallery beyond the arcade 2. view from the entrance foyer 3. view

at the auditorium 4. view from the permanent exhibition hall


